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Swarm
Forget honeyed tone – this apian fuzz harmonizer mimics an angry hive

M A N U FAC T U R E R
 BEETRONICS 

MODE L
SWARM

C ON TAC T
FACE +32 3 844 67 97 / WWW.BEETRONICSFX.COM

PR IC E
£269

�P E D A L B O A R D

PROS Thick square-wave fuzz; high-
adrenaline harmonised tones that are 
often thrillingly original and futuristic
CONS It can take a fair bit of knob 
adjustment to get to the best sounds

Words  Trevor Curwen   Photography  Phil Barker 

The latest pedal from bee-obsessed 
US boutique pedal makers 
Beetronics is the Swarm, which 

the brand describes as “an analogue fuzz 
harmonizer that sounds like a thousand 
killer bees coming to get you”. A more 
technical description is that it turns your 
input signal into a square wave that is 
then processed (by multiplication and 
division of the frequency) to create nine 
possible harmonies, each with two voices 
in different octaves, which can then have 
modulation applied to them.

The basic square wave fuzz sound comes 
courtesy of the Worker knob, which sets 
the level of the input signal. By itself, 
it’s thick, buzzy and full of sustain. It’s a 
full-on sound that appears to be gated to 
stop any background noise when you’re 
not playing – something you may have 
to adjust your playing to. If you want to 
add the harmonies, they’re selected from 
the nine-way Species rotary switch, with 
each harmony’s two voices being added 
individually to the mix by the Queen and 
Drone knobs. Some of the harmonies are 
octaves of the original, but there are other 
musical intervals, such as a major 3rd, if 
you want to come over all Thin Lizzy.

Adding in the harmonies can give you 
a huge three-voice sound for playing 
meaty riffs and lead lines, although it’s not 
entirely straightforward finding sounds 
that suit, because they’re dependent on 
the Sting and Flight knobs that control 
the modulation and are very interactive. 
The Sting control sets the frequency 
modulation rate (basically how fast the 
harmonies follow your playing), while 
the Flight knob sets the response of 
the modulation and can set whether 
harmonies oscillate or hold steady. 

It’s really a matter of grabbing the 
knobs and experimenting until you find 
something you like, be that fuzz, fuzzy 
liquid harmonies or something synth-like. 
Be aware that there are lots of completely 
hatstand sounds here – and yes, you can 
make it sound like a swarm of bees…

VERDICT
Unless you’re an extreme noise terrorist, 
this is probably not the sort of pedal you’d 
use on every song, but if you want to 
journey to an unexplored planet, tonally, 
the Swarm unleashes viscerally exciting 
Jimi-meets-synth tones. Its massive 
presence will certainly fill out your mix.  

B E E T R O N I C S

The Robot delivers lo-fi and pitch shenanigans. 
It’s a low-fidelity eight-bit pitch transposer 
designed to transform any input into “a purée of 
resynthesized robot jargon”. Also check out the 
company’s Soundwave Breakdown fuzz (£179).

The Witch Shifter is described by its maker as 
“an engine of creativity”, and having Pitch Shift, 
Echo and Fuzz all in one pedal should make for 
an interesting sonic mélange, especially with 
expression control over the speed or pitch.

Witch Shifter £249
E A R T H Q U A K E R  D E V I C E S D E A T H  B Y  A U D I O D W A R F C R A F T  D E V I C E S

The Data Corrupter is probably the closest to the 
Swarm in what it does. According to EarthQuaker, 
“it takes your input signal and brutally amplifies it 
into a crushing square wave fuzz tone that is then 
multiplied, divided and modulated”. 

Data Corrupter £225
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Robot £309

VIDEO DEMO  http://bit.ly/guitaristextra
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Tech Spec
ORIGIN: USA
TYPE: Fuzz 

Harmonizer pedal
FEATURES: True bypass

CONTROLS: Queen, 
Drone, Flight, Worker, 

Sting, Master, 
Species switch, 

bypass footswitch
CONNECTIONS: 
Standard input, 
standard output

POWER: 9V battery 
or 9V DC adaptor 

(not supplied) 7mA
DIMENSIONS: 96 (w) x 

138 (d) x 70mm (h)
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